%e have classified continuous phase transitions in physical systems where the order parameter transforms as a four-dimensional representation of a three-dimensional space group. For most active four-dimensional space-group representations the "phase diagrams" are obtained. %'e also give prescriptions to lift the degeneracy, occurring at the fourth-degree polynomical expansion of the free energy, between phases preserving maximal isotropy subgroups and to distinguish images yielding the same quartic potential. In two cases we have found that the symmetry is reduced to the minimal one after the phase transition.
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is assumed as usual. The directional minimum along a direction specified by (A, The points (A, Az, . . .) occupy a localized region called the orbit space. ' The absolute minimum is found at the point on the orbit space boundary where the contour AD+A il, i+Aii2+ =k moving from k=0 to k=ca makes the first contact.
When the orbit space is higher than three-dimensional it is hard to visualize this procedure geoinetrically. We project the orbit space further onto a two-dimensional plane. The projection depends on the coupling constants A s. Thus we shall frequently use a two-dimensional contour A"A, »+A@AY --k .
Its slope and moving direction as k increases from 0 is shown in Fig. 2 Ref. 8) to find those portions.
It is therefore important to find the orbit structure for each image. In order to achieve this we first find the isotropy subgroups using the subduction criterion, ' identify those matrices 1(g ) belonging to a particular isotropy subgroup H also, and then solve a set of linear equations I'(g )P=P, (g~EH) to find the orbit representative. In Table V we list "orbit parameters" for one-dimensional orbits, which occur frequently in the text.
III. FD1 -(0/D2, , '0/D2):
The free energy up to the fourth-degree is given by G= I2+ -,(AcIg-+AiI'i ') . 
The orbit space is depicted in Fig. IO ($, 6) ) are depicted in Fig. 12(a) Fig. 12(b Table XIV. 
